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THE CONTRIBUTIONOF TECHNOLOGY TO

SOYBEAN YIELDS IN MINNESOTA*

by

ALAN G. MINER**

INTRODUCTION

There is growing uncertainty about the future course of productivity

growth in U.S. agriculture. In a widely publicized report issued in

1975 a committee of the National Academy of Sciences pointed out that

productivityindicatorssuch as output per acre, ou’tputper worker, and

output per unit of total input appeared to be declining (13).

Soybean yield trends in Minnesota had appeared to conform to the

pessimisticexpectationsexpressed in the National Academy of Sciences

report. There was very little gain in soybean yields in Minnesota

between the mid 1950s and the late 1960s. Since the late 1960s, however,

Minnesota soybean yields have improved rapidly (Figure 1).

In this paper an attempt is made to measure

Minnesota soybean yields. The factors affecting

to year variations in environmentalfactors such

the sources of change in

yield include the year

as weather. Yields are

also affected by the input levels used in soybean production. Input

levels are affected by economic factors such as the prices of soybeans

relative to the prices of inputs used in soybean production. Input

levels are also affected by advances in technology-- by

*This paper is a progress report on research funded by Minnesota
AgriculturalExperimentStation Project 14-067.

**Alan G. Miner is a Research Assistant in the Department of
Agriculturaland Applied Economics,University of Minnesota, St. Paul.
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improvementsin the quality of inputs and in productionpractices.

The major concern in this analysis is to separate the effects of

technology on long term yield trends from the short run fluctuationsdue

to weather and prices. An attempt has been made to measure and compare

sources of yield change at the experiment station level and at the farm

level in counties in which the experimentstations are located. The

experimentstations are at Waseca (in Waseca County) in south-central

Minnesota; at Morris (in Stevens County) in west-centralMinnesota; and

at Crookston (in Polk County) in north-westMinnesota. The yield trends

at the stations and in the counties are shown in Figures 1-4.

RESULTS

The results are summarizedhere, and a more detailed analysis is

presented later. “

The analysis involved the estimation and interpretationof

experimentstation and county yield functions. The functions include

weather variables, input and product prices, and technologyindicators.

The estimatedyield functions are presented tn Table 1. A brief

interpretationof the results is presented in this section. A more

detailed analysis of the results is presentedon pages 11 to 29. A

discussionof the methodology is presented in Appendix A (p 32 to 36).

And a survey of

B (p 37 to 39).

Weather

the literatureon yield ceilings is presented in Appendix

Weather variationshad a significantand important impact on year to
.

year changes in soybean yields both in the counties and at the experiment
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stations.

Higher than average July precipitationand temperaturetend to boost

county average yields. A longer bean fill period, from August 15 to the

first frost, also tends to increase farm yields. Variations in

precipitationand temperaturein June and August were not statistically

significantsources of variation in county average yields. Nor was the

length of the frost free period (from first to last frost).

als0’

much

At the experiment stations, above average July precipitationwas
.,

associatedwith higher yields -- but only up to a point. Both too

and too little July precipitationtended to have an adverse effect

on yield. In contrast to the county results, higher June rather than

July temperaturestended to increase experiment station yields. Season

length, bean fill period, June and August precipitationand July and

August temperatureswere not statisticallysignificantnor important.

Under similar

on the average (a)

Crookston station,

weather and price conditionsyields tend to be higher

at the Waseca and Morris stations than at the

and (b) in Waseca County than in Stevens and Polk

Counties. With average weather at each location yields would be highest

in Waseca, intermediatein Stevens, and lowest in Polk County. The same

order holds for the experiment stations.

Prices

County average yields increasewhen farmers expect the price of

soybeans to increase relative to the price of corn. This relationshipis

both statisticallysignificantand important. County average yields also

tend to ri~e when the expected price of soybeans increases relative to
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fertilizerprices. Although this relationshipis significant,it is not

very important. Large increases in

fertilizerare associatedwith only

the price of soybeans relative to

small increases in yield.

At the experiment stationsyields were not significantlyinfluenced

by either the soybean-cornprice ratio or the soybean-fertilizerprice

ratio. This is because the design of yield tests at the experiment

stations is normally not modified in response to short run economic

fluctuations.

Technical Change

Three variableswere used to capture the effect of technicalchange

on yield -- time trend, row spacing, and research expenditures. The time

trend and research expendituresrepresentaspects of technical change

e
which could not otherwisebe specificallyidentifiedand measured. One

importantcotnponentis genetic/varietalchange.

The time trend is effective in capturing part of the effect of

technicalchange at the experiment stations. The coefficientfor time is

significantand importantat all three experiment stations. The time

trend is less effectiveat capturing the effects of technology on county

average yields. It was “asignificantvariable in Waseca, but not in Polk

and Stevens counties.

Row spacing was an effective indicator of the effect of technical

change on average county yields. Many of the cultural practices that

have contributedto higher yields, particularlyweed control, have been

associatedwith narrower row width. At the experiment stations row

spacingwas a less effectiveindicator of the effect of technicalchange.
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Narrower rows were associatedwith higher yields only at the Morris.

experiment station.

Lagged expendituresfor applied and basic research also turned out

to be significantlyand importantlyrelated to yield increases at the

experiment stations. The results are, however, somewhat puzzling. A

comparison of the coefficientsfor basic and applied research suggests

that, at the margin, expenditureson basic research,havehad a much

larger impact on soybean yields than expenditureson applied research.

“There

analysis.

yields and

is also a second puzzle that emerges from the yield function

There is a distinct break in the relationshipsbetween soybean

several independentvariables before and after 1960. When all

other factors are held equal estimated county yields are higher in the

pre-1960s than in the post 1960 period.

There have

be rejected: 1)

captured by the

been several suggested reasons for this which could not

favorableweather during the earlier period which was not

weather variables, 2) an increase in land quality from

land diverted out of corn production by acreage set-asides,3) the

introductionof group O and 1 varieties in the early period which were

significantlybetter than the older soybean varieties, coupled with

disease emergence in the late 1950s, and 4) this may suggest it has

become somewhat more difficult or more expensive, to generate the new

technologyneeded to increase soybean yields since 1960 than before.
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Figure 3. Relationship between West Central experiment station, Morris, and Stevens CounW
farm yield of soybeans- 1944-1979
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Figure 4. Relationship between Northwest experiment station, Crookston, and Polk County
farm yield of soy beans-l 958.1979
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Source for figures 1-1: (1} County data are from Minnesota Agricu/rura/ Statistics (USDA-
Minnesota Department of Agricultural, St. Paul, annual issues). (2) Station data are from
Resu/ts of Cooperative Uniform Soybaan Tests, Northern States (USDA Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois, annual issuas). Yield data ara averagas for five variaties with
highest yield in specific group trials.
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Constant

First Frost

June

July

July

July

Temperature

Temperature

Precipitation

Precipitation

Soy/CornFutures
Price Ratio

Fertilizer/Soy
Futures Price Ratio

Time dummy
1961-78=1
1940-60=0
Waseca Location
Dummy

Morris Location
Dummy

Time
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TABLE 1
ESTIMATEDYIELD

County

14.2380
(13.66)

FUNCTIONS

Experiment Station

-73.28
(24.03)***

0.8749
(0.2017)***

0.7397
(0.2315)***

0.3328
(0.1320)***

0.4138
(0.1668)**

‘aSic ‘esearcht-i

3.3521
(1.1193)**

-0.2603 ‘
(0.1195)*

5.146
(103044)***

0.7557
(0.2370)***

-2.6028
(0.9506)**

13.5322
(1.6598)***

25.1687
(6.7242)***

0.1486
(O.O1O9)***

(Waseca county only)

Row Spacing -0.9672
(.1994)***

Applied Researcht-i

Research Interactiont-i

2
x 0.82

0.7351
(0.2845)**

-0.5173
(0.1908)**
(Morris station only)
12
~ (-0.0379+ .0076i)
i=6 . (0.0022)***

12
~ (0.1958- 0.3590i + 0.0418i2)

i=6 (.O872)***(O.O1O4)***
12
I (0.0065 - 0.00026i2)
i=6 (0.00007)***

0.62
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(TABLE 1 Continued)

One, two and three asterisks refer to 0.05,0.01,and 0.001
levels of significance,respectively.

EnvironmentalVariables

First Frost is the number of weeks from August 15th to the first
frost. It is meant to represent the amount of time available for the
bean pods to fill out before cold curtails growth.

June and July Temperaturesare the means of daily mean
temperaturesfor June and July, respectively. The daily mean is the
average of the 24-hour high and low. June Temperature is meant to
reflect the effect of June temperaturevariation on yields, and July
Temperatureto reflect the effect of July temperaturevariation on
yields.

July Precipitationis the total amount of precipitationin inches
for July. It is an imprecise measure of the2amountof soil moisture
available to the plants. July Pre ipitation is the square of July
precipitation. July Precipitation

5 is meant to reflect the adverse
effects of either too much or too little rain.

Time Dummy is a dummy variable for time, dividing the series into
an early period, pre-1961, and a late period, post-1960. It is meant
to allow for the possibility of a structural change over time. Waseca
and Morris Location Dummies are intercept dummies. They represent
differencesbetween locations.

Economic Variables—.

Soy/CornFutures Price Ratio is the ratio of the Chicago mid-April
futures prices for soybeans and corn for delivery in September and
December, respectively. This variable is meant to reflect the farmers’
expec~ed price ratio of soybeans to its closest competitivecrop, corn,
at harvest time.

Fertilizer/SoyFutures Price Ratio is the ratio of the U.S.
fertilizer price index (cost of production, 1967 basis) to the futures
price of soybeans (discussedabove). It is meant to capture the effect
of the farmers’ fertilizerallocation decision.

Technical Change Variables—

The time trend is meant to represent (unidentified)technical
change other than that specificallyidentifiedby other variables such
as row spacing and research expenditures.

Row Spacing is the estimated state average row spacing of
soybeans, for the counties. Row Spacing is the actual recorded row
spacing at planting for the experiment stations. At both the
experiment stations and in the counties this variable is meant to
reflect the effect of changing the row spacing made possible by
herbicide and related technicaldevelopments.
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The last three terms, Applied Research, Basic Research, and
Research Interaction,are real research expendituresfor Minnesota.
Applied Research is the amount of research funds devoted to applied
research on soybeans. It is meant to capture the yield effect of
own-stateapplied research investment. Spill-ins from other states
were not available. Applied research is defined to be that for which
results are meant to be directly applicable on the farm, e.g. new
varieties. Basic Research is the amount of research funds devoted to
theoreticalor fundamentalresearch on soybeans. Fundamentalresearch
is defined to be that for which the results would not be expected to be
useful on the farm without further work, e.g. plant physiology. The
interactionis intended to reflect the complementarilyof basic and
applied research.
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ANALYSIS

COUNTY MODEL

A Weather

1) Temperature

Plant moisture

and Precipitation

stress may arise from two sources. Low soil

moisture may directly stress the plant. High ambient temperaturesmay

cause the water requirementto exceed the rate of translocationand

uptake, thereby introducingstress. One well recorded datum that may

serve as a proxy

The monthly

for soil moisture is precipitation.

temperatureis a monthly average of daily averages.

The daily average is the mean of the high and low of the twenty-four

hour period at one location. Use of such an average may tend to wash

out the effect of, for example, one week of 95 degree temperatures.

The implicit equal weighting of daily average temperaturesand even the

extremeswithin the daily average may not be an accurate reflection of

the effect of those extremes. However, daily or weekly observations

would have been unmanageable.

Each degree F rise in the average July temperatureis associated

with a 0.33 bushel increase. At some point one would expect the

marginal effect of temperature to become negative as soil moisture or

atmosphericstress increase. However, the quadratic term which would

have allowed the marginal effect to become negative is not significant.

It seems that the observed range of average July temperatureis not

wide enough to permit this phenomenon to emerge.
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Each inch of rainfall in July adds about four-tenthsof a bushel
,.

to yields, without a significantdiminishingeffect. Here, also, it

seems that the range of the data is not wide enough to show an adverse

effect of too mch or too little rainfall.

The other

variableswere

June and August precipitationand temperatureweather

not significant.

2) Other Weather Variables

Early frosts affect yields. If the weather is favorable, the

beans will fill out and then rapidly dry down in the field. If early

frosts occur, then the beans will not fill out completely,resulting in

reduced yields. The number of weeks from mid-August until the first

frost representsthe amount of time for the beans to fill out. Since a

number of varieties is used within a county, one would suspect a

positive, but

frosts reduce

evidence of a

factor.

diminishingeffect on county average yields. Early

county yields by about 0.9 bushels per week. There is no

diminishingmarginal effect on county yields from this

Soil moisture depletionmight carry over into the next year unless

sufficientprecipitationwere received to replenish the soil moisture.

Inadequatesoil moisture in the Spring could lead to delayed

germination,poor emergence,and worse. This effect is representedby

the sum of the previous ten months’ precipitation,and is not

significantin either model.

Other weather variableswhich were not

distributionand incidence,flooding,wind,

tested are hail

and other catastrophes.
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Measures of these were not available. However, this may not be

important since the yield measure is only for harvested acreage, and

many acres would not be harvested after such catastrophes.

The significanceof the time dummy means that, all other things

equal, yields were

(1948-60),than in

possibilitieswere

about 2.5 bushels higher in the earlier period

the recent period (1960-1978). A number of

suggested, but could not be eliminated. 1) One

possibility is a favorableweather effect for the early period which is

not captured elsewhere. 2) Another possibility is in institutional

incentives. The diversion of acreage out of corn production in the

early period may have tended to boost the average quality of land in

soybeans. 3) Group O and 1 new varieties were released in the early

period, with yields substantiallyhigher than the original Chinese

introductionswhich were used prior to 1948. In the later period

soybean diseases became more prevalent. 4) This difference suggests

that it may have become more difficult to generate the new technology

needed to increase soybean yields since 1960 than before.

The location dummies were not significantfor any of the counties.

In addition, other weather, price and technology

significantlydifferent between counties. These

the hypothesis that the model is essentially the

variableswere not

results do not refute

same for each county.

This is interestingin light of

counties and the differencesin

counties.

the differences in location of the

importance of soybeans between those
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B Prices

Using economic theory, it can be shown that all factor prices and

expected output prices (of substitutes)should be included in the yield

equation. Under expected profit maximizing conditions one can derive

factor damands in terms of input and expected output prices. The

productionfunction can be seperated into a yield and an acreage

function. Substitutingderived factor demands into the yield function

delivers the yield function in terms of input and expected output

prices (7), (22). Since the factor demands are homogeneousof degree

zero, the yield equation must be also. This restrictioncan be

by estimatingthemodel using price ratios rather than prices.

imposed

The Spring soybean and corn futures prices represent farmers’

expected output prices. The soybean to corn futures price ratio is

highly significantand important. Each increase of one unit in the

price ratio is associatedwith a five bushel yield increase. For

example, each $2 increase in the price of soybeanswould be expected to

increase soybeanyields by five bushels with a .$2corn price. This

means that farmers not only allocate their land according to expected

crop prices, but they also allocate their time and other resources,

within the growing season, according to those prices.

The price index of fertilizer deflated by the soybean futures

price is highly significant,and the sign of the coefficientis as

expected, negative. However, each 100 point rise in the U.S.

fertilizerprices paid index (1967 base) decreases yields by only ,75

bushels,with constant expected soybean futures prices. So fertilizer

prices, although significant,do not appear to be importantto
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Minnesota farm soybean yields.

Other factor prices should be included in the estimation,but were

not available. In real terms it seems unlikely that the correlations

of these omitted variables to the included variables would be large

enough to substantiallybias the estimates.

The technical situationfor herbicides suggests inelasticityof

demand for herbicide use on soybeans, and consequentlya small price

coefficient. The combinationof a small coefficientand correlation

suggests there is no significantbias to other variables by not

includingherbicides in the model.

For example, yield loss may be as great as 50-60% of the yields of

clean rows (16). Effectiveweed control (clean rows) is a combination

of proper cultivation (80-85%),and proper herbicide application

(14-19%) (27). Using a 50% yield loss figure, a 15% contributionfrom

herbicides, and a forty bushel “clean” yield, results in a 3 bu per

acre contributionfrom herbicides over and above mechanical

cultivation. At $5.00 per bushel that is $15 per acre due to

herbicides alone. This is a very conservativeestimate. At the

experiment stations,herbicide treatments consist of perhaps 1 pound of

Treflan and 2 pounds of Amiben per acre. Treflan costs about $1 per

pound, so the cost of the herbicides with applicationis probably less

than half the value of its contributionto yield. In other words,

herbicide prices would have to increase dramaticallyfor them not to

pay off. This suggests that herbicideuse is very unresponsiveto

price and that therefore the herbicide price coefficientwould be

small.
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C Technology

There are several dimensions of technical change in soybean

production. One of these is weed control. Although herbicide prices

are an economicvariable, the improvementin herbicide quality is a

technicalchange variable. One of the effects of this change has been

to enable farmers to plant rows closer togetherwithout suffering

increasedweed competition.

Row spacing is an importantand significantexplanatoryvariable.

Each inch rows are narrowed adds, on average, one bushel to yields.

However, this must be taken with a grain of salt. The lack of an

explicit measure for genetic change provides the potential for

specificationbias. Time might be used as a surrogate for varietal

improvement,and row spacing is highly correlatedwith time. Thus
.
Brow = Brow + ‘rgBgenetics’

in specificationbias terms. R is the correlationbetween geneticsrg
.

and row spacing (<O), B’s are true parameters and B iS the

estimated row width parameter. Brow should be negative and
.

‘genetics should be positive, leading to a Brow which is

probably too large in absolute value. This means that row spacing may

representfactors in addition to row spacing. Yields may be increased

by narrower rows alone, at the same population,but perhaps not by as

much as one bushel per inch.

An attempt was made to include genetic change. A variable was

constructed

intended to

relative to

called the potentialyield difference (PYD). The PYD is

measure the average yield difference of newer varieties

a base variety, and is derived from the Uniform Regional
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Soybean Trial (URST) results.

‘he ‘yDtk can be expressed as:

(
LN
E

1
Z (Yi-yj)t‘t ‘itk

i=l t

N

[)
L

~ Tt z Aitk
t=o i=l

Where Yj is the reference variety yield, T is the number of test

locations,A is the acreage sown to variety i, t is time, k is

location,and i is variety.

In essence, one designates a referencevariety, one that was

popular in the early period. Then one computes the average of the

differencesbetween other varieties and the reference variety over time

from the URST results. Uniform treatment on all varieties at any one

location in any given year make this a valid comparison. The

differencesare then weighted by the percentage of acreage sown to the

newer variety and summed for each year. Each sum represents the

increase in yield to be

genetic improvementand

differentvarieties.

expected over the reference variety due to

the distributionof that improvementthrough

However, this variable was not significant. Apparently the

variable failed to represent genetic improvement. There are several

possible reasons for this.

First not all varietieswere grown in every year, nor was the

referencevariety grown in every year in the URST. Thus the yield
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differenceswere “pieced” together relative to the reference variety

which was popular in the early 1940s. I do not expect that this

problem is significantsince many years, test locations,and

replicationswere used in the computationof each difference.

Second, and most important,estimates of acreages planted to each

variety were not available. Certified acreage for each variety was

used as a proxy. Unlike hybrid corn, next year’s soybean seed can be

taken from this year’s harvest without foregoinghigh yields, since

soybeans selfpollinate. Using 1978 figures optimistically,just over

one-third of the total harvested acreage could have been planted using

all the available certified seed. Misrepresentationof planted

varieties by certified varieties is probably substantial.

PYD and row spacing do not represent the entirety of technical

change on the farm. Other factors which were not explicitly identified

and measured perhaps can be representedby a time trend. This would

capture the regular or gradual change attributableto those

unidentifiedfactors. Some of those facEorsmight be varietal change,

machinery improvements,herbicide improvementsand interactionsbetween

those effects.

A yield trend (Time),of 0.15 bushels per year, appears only for

Waseca County. This means there has been technical change not

associatedwith row spacing or other factors included in the farm

model, but only for Waseca County. However, there was no significant

differencebetween the trend for the early period and that of the later

period. This suggests there has not been a yield plateau for Waseca

County, but that there has been a plateau for Stevens and Polk counties.
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IMPLICATIONS

The prospect for continually increasing soybean yields in Polk and

Stevens counties is not good according to an initial reading of the

county model. Row spacing (with the associated and enabling technology)

seems to be the only way to systematicallyincrease yields. However,

there is a limit to

equivalent to about

obtain satisfactory

how narrowly rows can be placed. Solid seeding,

seven inch rows, is as narrow as can be had and still

germination and growth characteristics. Anything

narrower would involve compaction of the seed bed, leading to sporadic

germinationand emergence.

In Waseca County there is a significant time trend of about .15

bushels per year. That trend appears to be stable, indicating no yield

plateau. In addition there is the potential to increase yields by

narrowing the row spacing in Waseca County.

EXPERIMENT STATION MODEL

A Weather

The experiment station model is hypothesized to be different from

the farm model. Although both types of yields are expected to be

similarly affected by”weatherj economic portions of the models are

different. The county model follows from economic optimization. The

experiment station model is essentially a meta-productionfunction

including research as a cause of yield change. In the absence of profit

maximization, short run prices are not relevant to experiment stations
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yield changes.

The stations differ somewhat since their intercepts (Location

Dummies) are significantlydifferent. This means that given the same

circumstances,yields would be higher at the Morris and Waseca experiment

stations than at the Crookston station. This is not surprisingsince

Crookston

June

is on the extreme northern fringe of the

temperatureincreases experiment station

soybean belt.

yields by 0.74 bushels

per degree F. At some point one would expect increasing temperaturesto

adversely affect yields. However, this is not born out by the data.

July precipitationdoes have a positive, but diminishingeffect.

About 6.4 inches of rain in July seems to be optimal for soybean yields

at the experimentstations. This is consistentwith Thompson’s (24)

formulationof precipitationparameters.

Early frost does not affect experiment station yields. Perhaps this

is because varieties are closely matched to the length of the season.

Soil moisture depletion carried over from the previous year is not a

significantfactor. June precipitation,July temperature,and August

precipitationand temperatureare not significantin the station model.

B Technology

Row

one-half

spacing seems to have

bushel yield increase

a pronounced effect on yields, with a

per inch decrease

at the Morris station. This is surprising since

is so strong in the county equation. Since many

the same on the farm and at the station over the

in row spacing, but only

the row spacing effect

of the varietieswere

time series, and row
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spacing was narrower at the experiment station, the individualeffect of

narrow rows may be overstated for the counties. This again suggests that

the row spacing measure on the farm should

index of technical change rather than as a

thange.

be viewed as representingan

single element of technical

Time has a large, significantcoefficient. There has been a

three-quartersof a bushel per year trend in experiment station top

yields in Minnesota on average. This is taken to be technicalchange not

associatedwith any of the other identified factors. In addition to that

part of technicalchange, there is an effect attributableto expenditures

on research.

Technical breakthroughscan be viewed as successfulexperiments that

are drawn from some distributionof experiments. Applied scientific

research may be thought of as a systematic combing of that distribution

for successfulexperiments. Fundamental scientific research may be

thought of as shifting, or creating new distributionsof experiments (5).

If basic research stops, then technical breakthroughswill tend to

decrease over time as untried successfulexperiments are found and are

exhausted. Similarly, if research effort per unit of time changes, this

will lead to lower or higher expected rates of technicalbreakthroughs.

Thus the rate of technicalchange at the experiment station depends on

the rate of change of basic knowledge and the level of applied research

effort.

Research effort may be representedby the constant dollar levels of

expenditures. Until very recently virtually all soybean research has

been at public experiment stations. Thus station expenditureson soybean
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research should be a good measure of research effort on soybeans.

Research effort can be classifieda la Evenson (4) into two.—

categories:applied research and general research. The distinction lies

in the objective of the research, e.g. whether it is a direct

improvementin the crop or its method of production (appliedresearch);

or enhancedknowledge of a plant’s structure and environmental

interaction(fundamentalresearch). In reality a project may contain

elements of both types.

As an example of the classification,in fiscal year 1944 costs of

selected projects from the AgriculturalEngineering,Agronomy,

Entomology,Plant Pathology, Soils and BiochemistryDepartmentswere

classifiedinto four mutually exclusive groups. One division was 1)

Applied vs 2) Fundamentalresearch. The second divisionwas 1) Directly
..

and primarily involvedwith soybeans vs 2) Partially or indirectly

involvedwith soybeans. Thus Class I was Applied-Directlyinvolved,II

was Applied-Partiallyinvolved,111 was Fundamental-Directlyinvolved,

and IV was Fundamental-Partiallyinvolved. The allocation of projects to

these categoriesis summarizedin Table 3 at the end of the ANALYSIS

section.

Evenson’shypothesis about these types of research is that the

applied effort and the interactionof applied and fundamentalresearch

effort are responsiblefor technical innovations. That is, fundamental

researchwould not have a significantindependenteffect, but would work

throughapplied research. Thus one would expect positive coefficients

for applied research and the interactionof applied and fundamental

research,but an insignificantcoefficientfor fundamentalresearch
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alone.

An example of the interactionof applied and fundamentalresearch is

the recent and continuing stream of new herbicides predicatedon the

fundamentalbiochemical research carried out in the ‘40’s and ‘50’s. The

basic research created a stock of knowledge which could be used to create

and discover particular technical innovations:new herbicides.

Research investmentsdo not usually pay off immediately. In the

URST case it takes from 6 to 9 years for the initial crosses to be tested

and purified to the point where they can be entered in the tests. For

this reason lagged expendituresshould affect current yields. Current

expendituresshould not affect current yields. In addition, the

contributionto yields may not occur all at once, but may be distributed

over several years. It also seems reasonablefor the contributionto

start, accelerate,and decelerate as the innovationis absorbed into the

productivitybase.

The last three terms in Table 1 representMinnesota real

expenditures,lagged 6 through 12 years. The Applied Research

coefficientsare positive and increasingwith the lag, and the

research

same is

true for Basic Research. However, the coefficientson the Research

Interactionare negative and declining. This means that both applied and

fundamentalresearch may contribute to experiment station soybean

yields, but that these types of research appear to be competitiverather

than complementary.

It is interestingto note that the sum of the coefficientsis larger

for theoreticalresearch than for applied research. This suggests a
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higher payoff to theoreticalresearch. When real expendituresget large

and are approximatelyequally split between applied and theoretical

research, the total effect can be dominatedby the interaction,i.e.

gains can be very small. This suggests there is an optimal level and

distributionof real research expenditures. Taking the equation at face

value, by shifting funds into theoreticalresearch, the contributionto

yields would be enhanced.

Consideringthe possibilityof spillover effects, both from other

states and from research not directed particularlyat soybeans, there is

a good chance that the research coefficientsare biased. This may

account, in part, for the disparity between the results and the

hypotheses.

The spillover of fundamentalresearch from other states may be

capturedby the in-statefundamental research variable,while the-applied

researchmay not, leading to the higher coefficientsfor fundamental

research. Fundamentalresearch results are likely to be valuable

regardlessof origination,while applied research results in soybeans may

be oriented highly towards the

the estimatedcoefficientsfor

being biased upwards more than

local microclimate. If this is so, then

fundamentalresearch have the potential of

the applied coefficients. There is

another possible reason for the apparent imbalance as well.

Applied research is likely to have a smaller probability of failure

than fundamentalresearch. If investingagencies are risk averse, then

funds will be allocatedon the basis of expected results and the degree

of risk. The result is there may seem to be, in retrospect,an

underinvestmentin the more risky fundamentalresearch. Capital
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rat%oningmay reinforce the tendency to invest in research that is less

likely to fail, i.e. the “success”image of the institutionmay be

important for the directors of the institution to maintain.

It is slightly disturbing to have both a strong time trend and

strong research effects in the same model. The time trend implies there

is an unidentifiedsource of technical change in addition to that of

research investment. However, it is possible that the time variable and

the research variable are picking up different parts of the technology

effect.

IMPLICATIONS

The results are mixed. The time trend appears to be stable.

However, the marginal contributionof current levels of research

expendituresindicate a diminishingrate of productivitygrowth.

COMPARISONOF THE COUNTY AND STATION MODELS

1) Weather

Several differencesbetween the models are expected, based on

economic theory, and are “built in”. These include using factor and

output prices in the county model only, and using research expenditures

in the experiment station model only. Other differencesemerged from the

data.

July precipitationis important to both models, but only for the

experiment station model did there appear to be an optimum level. In the

farm model the effect was linear. At the experiment station June

temperatureseemed to be importantwhile on farms the July temperature
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took precedence.

The bean fill period until the first frost is important in the farm

model, but not in the station model. This may be the result of the

nature of the experiments. In the URST, maturity groups are closely

matched with test locationsso that the full cycle will be completed

within a growing season. Farmers, on the other hand, may plant several

varieties of differentmaturities to maximize yields given the

variabilityof the first frost date. Since later maturing varieties also

tend to yield more, this may account for the difference between

equations. More nearly optimal growing conditions at the experiment

stations

effects.

The

does the

data for

may hasten seed set and development too, leading to rare frost

county yield model seems to explain more of the variation than

experimentstation equation. A word of caution: aggregating

an area even as small as a county may have washed out some of

the weather variationsand yield variability,giving rise to a higher

R2. In any case the weather variables are only proxies for the real

weather effects.

2) Technical Change

Row spacing, confoundedwith trend and perhaps other factors, seems

to be importanton farms, but row spacing is importantonly for the

Morris station. Over this time series the changes in row width have been

comparablefor both farm and experiment stations. Neither is

exceptionallynarrow. Varieties have also generally been the same.

However, row spacing at the experiment stations is not highly correlated-
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with time, and is not very important in explaining experimentalyields.

This suggests row spacing may have contributedsome to increases in farm

yields, but that a substantialamount of the effect is due to other

factors.

Contrastingthe county and station models suggests that since there

is a substantialdifference between county and experiment station yields

as well as a substantialdifference in their rates of change, there

exists an unused technical stock. That technical stock does not comprise

the entire yield gap, but a large portion of it. The other part is

largely attributableto physical differences of land quality.

If farmers treated crops the same as at the station, and if the high

and low spots in the fields could be evened out, 85-90% of the station

yield could be achieved in

was not available for Polk

experiment station yields,

lWasecaand Stevens counties (28). An estimate

County. If the farm yield potential is 9074of

then there is still a substantialtechnical

stock in Stevens and Waseca counties.

In Stevens county theee appears to be no trend in the ratio of

county to station yields. Farm yields are not catching up to experiment

station yields. The avera~e of that ratio is 0.56, meaning the Stevens

county farm yield is only, on average, 56% of the Morris experiment

station yield. That leaves about 30% of the experimentstation yield as

an unused technical stock in Stevens county. In Waseca there is evidence

that the county yield is catchingup to the station yield, i.e. there is

a positive trend in the county to station yield ratio. Even so, the 1980

estimated ratio is only .74 leaving some unused technical stock (1OZ) in

Waseca.
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Polk county showed a definite trend in the yield ratio, and the

predicted 1980 ratio of county to station yields is 1.0. That prediction

was based on a much shorter data series and strongly reflects a bad crop

yield at the Crookston station in 1976 and an excellent county yield in

1978. With this in mind the ratio predictionmust be discounted.

In short, there appears to be a substantialunused technical stock

in Waseca and Stevens counties,but the picture for Polk county is not

clear. The lower rates of yield increase at the Polk station may be

attributableto growing soybeans on the fringe of the soybean belt.

SUMMARY

There is no indicationthat Minnesota soybean yields will reach a

plateau in the near future. In Waseca and Stevens counties there exists

a substantialunused technical stock. If the real price of soybeans

increases,that stock can be expected to be used. There is a strong,

stable yield trend for all three experiment stations,while county yield

trends and yields are lower, indicatinga growing technical stock.

If no new technologywere discovered,what would it take for the

county yields to catch up to the station yields? The predictedyields

for 1981 are in the following table.
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WASECA STEVENS POLK

station 55 50 39

county 38 26 24

Table 2: predictedyields for 1981 based
on research expendituresidentical to
those for 1978, average weather, and
1979 row spacing and prices.

The station yields are predicted by the county model with values

6.0, 7.5, and 5.5 (Waseca, Stevens and Polk, respectively)for the

futures prices ratio of soybeans to corn. With two dollar corn, a

soybean futures price at planting in excess of ten dollars would be

necessary to achieve equal station and county yields, if that were

possible.

..
If the trend in Waseca county could be kept up without further

of

technologicalchange, it would take nearly forty years for farm yields on

average to catch up to experiment station yields. This assumes normal

weather, a three to one soybean to corn futures price ratio, row spacing

of 22 inches on average (with a one bushel per inch increase),and a

constant relative price of fertilizer to beans.

The effect of a large increase in the price of fertilizerwould have

a small effect

the index from

four-tenthsof

on county average yields. A

200 to 300) would suggest an

a bushel.

The potential for farm yield increases

50% price increase (a rise in

decrease in yields of only

from narrower rows seems to

be dramatic - one bushel’per inch. However, row spacing seems to capture

other effects as well.
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Table 3—.

An Example of Classificationof Research
Projects into Fundamentaland Applied

Research Groups for FY1944

Qs?!QL-- 4!E?K9AR@s’=rch
Agronomy and Plant Genetics

Primarily Involvedwith Soybeans
Department—

project 114: “SoybeanTesting and Improvement”

!iQQ E--- *Res@arch partiallY InvoIv@d~. soybeans
AgriculturalEngineeringDepartment

project 107: “InvestigationsRelating to the Design and
Rehabilitationof Farm Drainage Systems”
project 119: “CombineHarvesting of Grain and Seed Crops”
project 133: “Determinationof the Optimum Soil Moisture
Conditionsfor Growth and Development of Major Crops and
Methods of Establishingand Adaptation of Known
SubdrainagePrinciples”

Agronomy and Plant Genetics Department
project 8: “Characteristics,Growth Habits and Control
Methods of Weedy Plants”
project 121: “Crop Rotation Investigations”
project 122: “CooperativeSeed Production and Distribution”

Plant Pathology Department
project 8: “Characteristics,Growth Habits and Control
Methods of Weedy Plants”
project 104: “T~e Development of Disease-resistant
Varieties of
project 110:
project 302:

Soils Department
project 109:
project 116:

Farm Crops”
“Plant Disease Survey”
“Weeds”

“Soil Survey”
“Rapid Soil Tests”

Q!2Qz.u -- FundamentalResearch Directly Related to Soybeans
No Entries

—

QE241LE-- FundamentalResearch Partially~elated to Soybeans
Agronomy and Plant Genetics Department

— ——_

project 108: “Cytologyin Relation to Genetics”
EntomologyDepartment

project 139: “The Relation of Insects to the Spread,
Transmissionand Developmentof Plant Diseases”
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(Table 3 Continued)

Plant Pathology Department
project 117: “The Relation of Insects to the
Disseminationand Development of Plant Diseases”
project 120:
Resistance”
project 121:
Pathogens”
project 201:
project 203:
project 207:
project 208:
project 301:

Soils Department

“The Nature-and Variability of Plant Disease

“Aerial Disseminationof Allergens and

“Effect of Low Temperatures on Plants”
“Investigationof RespiratoryEnzymes”
“Physiologyof Seed Germination”
“Studies in Plant Metabolism and Growth”
“Seed Studies”

project 16: “A ComprehensiveStudy of the Sulfur
Metabolism of Plants”
project 102: “FertilizerExperiments”
project 117: “ExchangeableBases and Base
Exchange Relationships”
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APPENDIX ~

Data and Methodology

I DATA

A Weather Variables

Weather variableswere collected for the experiment station

locations and used also for the counties. These variables came from the

annual surmnariesof the ClimatologicalData for the United States, U.S.—. . ——

EnvironmentalData Service:Dept. of Commerce. In addition to

temperatureand precipitationfor the growing season months, several

other weather variableswere collected. Precipitationfor the prededing

September to June period was collected. The number of weeks from August

15 to the first frost was calculated. The number of weeks between last

.- and first frosts was calculatedto represent the length of the growing

season. Other weather variableswhich could have affected yields, such

as hail, were not available.

B Economic Variables

The fertilizerprice variable is actually the U.S.

prices paid index (1967) reported in U.S. Agricultural

fertilizer

Statistics. This

was deflated by the futures price of soybeans to reflect the real price

of fertilizer. Fertilizerprices may have differed in Mimesota, but

previouswork of mine (13) has shown the Minnesota price to be a linear

transformationof prices at other locations; i.e. the U.S. index should

be a good proxy.

April futures prices for September soybeans and December corn were
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taken from the Chicago Board of Trade Annual StatisticalSummaries.—. —

These are the closing prices on either the 15th, 16th, or 17th.

County yields and harvested acreage figures came from the Minnesota

AgriculturalStatistics.

A price series for herbicides or a quantity series was not

available.

c TechnologicalVariables

Experiment station data were obtained from various editions of the

Uniform Regional Soybean Trials. The yields were computed as the average

of the top five varieties for each year, location and maturity group.

The URST is an on-going program to compare recently developed varieties

to establishedvarietiesunder different conditionsat different

locations. At each location,however, the best agronomicand management

practices are employed. The “Uniform” refers to the use of the same

overall set of varieties at each station. Northern stationsuse groups

of the 00 to IV maturity classes and the southern stations use groups of

the IV to VIII classes,with those of appropriatematurity grown at each

station.

Expendituredata was collecteddirectly frhm budget books at the

experimentstation administrativeoffices. These figures diverge from

total research expendituresfor several reasons. The reported figures

generally exclude nonspecificoverhead such as secretarial,materials and

office costs. Project leaders’ salaries are not included in these

figures unless allocationfor their time was explicitlymade. The
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administrationof the experiment station itself is not included in any of

these figures. USDA employees’salaries which are paid outside the

experiment station are not included in the figures. In fact, no USDA

funds are included in these figures. The full support of the branch

stations is not included here. Private research expendituresare not

included. Thus the estimated coefficients representa maximum effect of

research since the dollar amounts are consistentlyunderstated.

The selection of the projects to be included in the applied soybean

research figure keyed on the inclusion of the word soybean in the project

title, or a descriptionwhich made it particular and nearly unique to

soybeans. Obviously this eliminateda large portion of funds that were

devoted to no single crop, but which included soybeans. Such projects

might be weed, insect, or pest control, which impinge directly and

significantlyon soybeans, but the monies for which were not allocated by

commoditiesin the budget books. These projects were further classified

into applied and fundamentalresearch groups (see Table 3).

Farm row spacing figures are from surveys of selected states

reported in “Crop Production,”Crop Reporting Board, SRS, USDA. Survey

data only goes back to 1967, but before about 1963 rows were spaced an

average of 40 inches. The values between 1967 and 1963 were

interpolated. Experiment station row spacing data was directly available

from the URST reports.
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11 METHODOLOGY

Ordinary least squareswere used to estimate the models. One

variablewas added at a time, automatically,until no excluded variable

would enter the equation at a 10% significance level. The economic

variableswere forced into the equations from the outset. Interactions

between variableswere calculatedto test for location differences,

interactionof weather variables, interactionof economic variables, and

interactionsof technologicalvariables.

Some of the variableswere not statisticallysignificantat any

level or did not meet the minimum requirementsto enter the regression.

Those variableswere discarded.

Harvested acreage was not significantfor inclusionafter other

variables. The significancelevel was so poor that harvesred acreage was

dropped from the regression. The estimated acreage coefficientwould

have been indistinguishablefrom zero, and would have added virtually

nothing to the yield explanation. Apparently the acreage and yield

functions are strongly seperable.

The potentialyield difference (PYD) also fared poorly. The

significancelevel was so poor that the PYD was also dropped from the

regression.
.

Season length, preseasonprecipitation,and pod fill periodz are

other variableswhich were dropped due to lack of significance.

An A.lmonlag structurewas used. The Almon lag structure (12, p.

356) estimates the lag coefficientsafter imposing a polynomial
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functionalform, as a function of time, on

by imposinga polynomial form, only a very

those coefficients. That is,

few parameters are estimated

(typicallytwo or three) rather than the full complement of lagged

coefficients.

Since there should be some delay between spending the money and

seeing the results in these particular experiments,it was hypothesized

that there would be a five year delay for applied experimentsan,dan

eight year delay for theoreticalexperiments. Although the statistical

test rejected that hypothesis,I could not discard that formulationsince

to expect immediate or even quick results would be unreasonable. It is

not clear that meaningful results will be forthcomingin the first years,

and once significantresults are forthcoming, it takes time to analyse

them, communicatethem, and adjust to their implications.

The question of whether in fact there is a lag is not testable with

the Almon lag structure. There is also no explicit test for lag length.

In this case, however, I am confident there is a significant lag

structure.

Other functionalforms, Cobb-Douglas,Trans-Log, etc, were not used

since this was a preliminaryanalysis.
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APPENDIX ~

Survey of Literature

Deaton’s study (2) of grain production found no evidence of

inordinatelyfavorableweather and found

terms of drought for the period 1954-73.

accept, however, that the climate of the

milder than any previous half century of

it a rather ordinary period in

“Climatologistsgenerally

past half century has been

the preceding 900 years (3).”

Thompson (23) suggests that “unusuallyfavorableweather” has been

major factor in the corn production technology explosion of the 1960’s.

Oury (14) suggestedthe use of the de Martonne or Angstrom aridity

indexes as proxies for available,soil moisture.

Stallings (19) and Shaw (18) extoll the advantagesof the weather

index in which a time-seriesof yields of plots with constant practices

a

is used to compute the weather index as the ratio of the actual yield to

the detrendedyield. Such

and avoids the problems of

at their relationship. It

predictions. The index is

a measure captures the net effect of weather,

selectingwhich variables to use and guessing

is also limited in its use to normal weather

highly location-specific,making it only

useful for a small geographicarea, perhaps several counties.

Individualtemperatureand precipitationvariables may allow insight

into the yield response function itself if yields are not from a wide

geographicarea. The weather index does not. Predictionsusing

deviationsfrom normal can be made as well as using normal weather. In

addition, temperatureand precipitationdata is usually published for

many locations,greatly simplifyingdata collection. This helps in
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estimatinga geographicallynarrow response function,which is desirable

in that several aggregationproblems are avoided.

Aggregation to even the state level may wash out oppositeweather

effects and otherwise distort yields. Average state yields place too

much emphasis on

areas.

Swanson and

low production areas relative to higher production

Nyankori

depressedyield increases

the Allerton Trust Farms,

accountingfor weather is

accounted for, the linear

increases significantly.

(20) suggest weather factors significantly

of corn and soybeans for the period 1950-76 on

l?iattCounty, Ill. The importance of

demonstratedin this paper. When weather is

trend coefficient for both corn and soybeans

However, the results seem slightly muddled.

Their comparisonof the linear trends both with and without weather

variables resulted in the statement that weather depressed the yield

growth rate over the period 1950-76 on those farms. There may be some

problem with that interpretation. I will look at it in a specification

error context.

If a variable is left out that should not have been left

specificationbias may arise. In particular;E(it) = Bt +

RtwBw; where the B’s are the true parameters, t is time and w

out,

is

weather. Now it becomes obvious that the accuracy of the estimatewill

depend on Rm, the correlationof time and weather. It is not clear

that time and weather are correlated. Be that as it may, there are only

two possibilities:either Rtw = O or Rtw # O.

If Rtw = O, leaving weather out of the model does not make a
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difference in estimatingthe yield trend. Both regressions(with and

without weather) estimate the same thing. In this instancewithout more

informationit is very difficult to interpretweather as having depressed

the rate of yield change. However, it may have depressedyields within

that period.

On the other hand it may be that Rtw # O. Then E(~tl) =
.

Bt + RtwBw < Bt2 (with weather), and Bt is only unbiasedly
a

estimated in their second regression. ‘tl has no particular

importancebecause it is biased and the bias results

misspecificationof the model.

In either case it is very difficult to make the

weather depressed the yield trend over that period,

from the

interpretationthat

Perhaps with more

informationsuch an interpretationwould be warranted. What that would

require could be expressedas dY/dt = f(w) >0 (a positive yield trend
.

where the weather variable enters) and d’Y/’dtdw> 0 with

; <O or d2Y/dtdw <O with ~1950Q76 - Z >0.‘1950-76 - —

(The second case would be strange in that above normal weather would

depress the yield trend.) This would be direct confirmationthat

weather depressed the yield trend. I suspect that d2Y/dtdw = O by

specification;i.e. time by weather interactionswere not included in

the model.
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